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Abstract: This study aims at exploring the out-of-class activities employed by the successful and un-
successful students of the English Department. The activities involve out-of-class general activities
and out-of-class English learning activities. The general activities are categorized into academic activities,
social activities, leisure activities, and part-time jobs, while the English learning activities are Self-In-
struction, Naturalistic  Language Learning and Self-Directed Naturalistic Language Learning. This
study is qualitative in nature. It was done through (1) documents analysis, (2) in-depth interviews done
one by one with the participants.
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Abstrak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menelusuri aktivitas pembelajaran di luar kelas yang dilakukan
oleh mahasiswa Jurusan Bahasa Inggris yang sukses dan tidak sukses. Aktivitas tersebut terdiri dari
aktivitas umum dan aktivitas pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris. Pada aktivitas umum terdiri dari aktivitas
akademis, aktivitas sosial, aktivitas santai, dan pekerjaan paruh waktu, sedangkan aktivitas pembelajaran
Bahasa Inggris adalah pembelajaran diri, Pembelajaran Bahasa Naturalistik, dan Pembelajaran Bahasa
Naturalistik Acu Diri. Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian dengan rancangan kualitatif. Penelitian ini
dilakukan melalui (1) analisis dokumen, (2) wawancara mendalam satu persatu dengan responden.
Kata kunci: pembelajaran di luar kelas, aktivitas umum, aktivitas pembelajaran bahasa inggris, mahasiswa
yang sukses, mahasiswa yang tidak sukses
The English Departments are the institutions that are
expected to improve the quality of future English teach-
ers. Actually, the improvement of student achievement
has always been one of the main goals of education
including the main goal of English Education. The poor
mastery of English and the students’ low achievement
is partly due to the training the teachers got from the
universities they attended.
In facing this situation, the English Departments
need to look at the conditions of the students they
have. As we know, people are unique. None have the
same characteristics and qualities. This is true for the
students of the English Departments. The institutions,
in this case the Department of the National Education,
have tried to select the potential students based on
their expected levels of performance through the Na-
tional Examination (SNMPTN). Selected by this exam-
ination, the accepted students are expected not to face
difficulties when they are in the program. Contrary to
expectations, however, students of the English Depart-
ments show different qualities in their performance
as shown by their GPAs. There are a few students
who perform well and at the same time there are oth-
ers who are having problems in following the lessons
given. Although the students of the English Department
are selected and admitted through the same national
entrance test, follow the same instruction which uses
the same syllabus, taught by the same lecturers, and
get the same materials and treatments in the same
classroom, they show a different performance.
The success of learning is the responsibility of
the students. Success depends on the learner’s capaci-
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ty to create and take advantage of naturalistic learning
situations. Some individuals are more successful than
others in mastering the language and some individuals
learn some aspects of language more easily than oth-
ers. The success of second language learning will be
the result of how learners invest their time, attention
and energy in comprehending and producing the target
language. Learning of any language skill involves the
investment of one’s time and efforts in learning. Brown
(2001) confirms that successful mastery of the second
language will be due to a learner’s own personal “in-
vestment” of time, efforts, and attention to the target
language in the form of a battery of strategies for
comprehending and producing the language.
Many factors influence achievement. Not only
factors that come from instruction, but also factors
that are brought by the students from outside the class-
room. Oxford et al. (1993) have studied factors affect-
ing achievement. According to them there are six fac-
tors which are relevant to achievement in learning a
new language. They are motivation, language learning
styles, language learning strategies, gender, course lev-
el, and previous experience in learning a foreign lan-
guage.
Various studies (Fathman, 1976; Madrid, 1995;
Freeman, 1999; Gan et al., 2004; Bouageune, 2008;
Oxford et al., 2009) have been carried out to under-
stand factors which account for low achievement. The
causes of low achievement need to be sought as a
response toward the conditions of change, such as
plans for educational reform, and in response to the
particular situation described above.
Learning a new language is something that can
take place inside or outside of the classroom.  Learning
and personal development during the undergraduate
years occurs as a result of students engaging in both
academic and non-academic activities, inside and out-
side the classroom, and students who expend more
efforts in a variety of activities benefit the most intel-
lectually and in the personal development domain.
(Astin, 1993)
Out-of-class experiences involve the activities
the students do outside the classroom. The activities
can be in the form of academic activities, social activi-
ties, leisure activities, and part-time jobs activities.
These are all out-of-class activities. Among these out-
of-class activities, out-of-class English learning activi-
ties are also employed. Out-of-class English learning
activities are the activities which the students employ
intentionally and unintentionally to improve their En-
glish.
Various different out-of-class activities are avail-
able to be chosen by the students. The activities they
choose will unavoidably improve their academic per-
formance and their English proficiency. Also, the stu-
dents’ time spent outside the classroom is longer than
it is spent in the classroom. Therefore, the students
are responsible for choosing the activities they like to
do and they feel they need to do. As such, these activi-
ties should be considered as important factors that
play a role in the success of the English Department
students.
Therefore, out-of-class activities employed by the
English Department students need to be studied be-
cause of the following reasons: (1) there is an in-
creased demand for English as a foreign language in
Indonesia but a simultaneous lack of qualified English
teachers. This have caused a rising demand of the
English Departments for training qualified English
teachers; (2) students show different performance in
their academic performance although they are taught
by the same lecturers, receive the same materials and
the same tasks and assignments; (3) there are probably
many successful English students due to their activities
to learn English outside their classrooms or informal
schooling; (4) students spend more time outside the
classroom, so that  they have more opportunities to
improve their English individually outside; (5) not
everything can be learnt in the classroom because of
limited time and limited resources available. Students
have a lot of opportunities outside the classroom to
develop what they have learned in-class; (6) aware-
ness and understanding of the role of students’ out-
of-class activities and out-of-class English learning ac-
tivities on achievement will allow lecturers to provide
optimal learning opportunities for all students.
Moreover, there has been much research on suc-
cessful students done, especially on learning strategies
and personal traits, such as motivation and attitude,
but there is less research on out-of-class general activ-
ities and out- of- class English learning activities of
the students, especially in Indonesian context. The
studies of the out-of-class activities were done by
Brooks (1992) and Suh, Wasanasomsithi, Short, and
Majid (1999), who observed that watching television,
going to the cinema, listening to music and interacting
with native speakers are the major out-of-class activi-
ties students do. They stated that out-of-class leisure
activities are useful in the development of students’
English conversation skills. They advised ESL instruc-
tors to help students identify appropriate leisure activi-
ties and provide sufficient guidance to students to pre-
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vent the fossilization of bad language habits. Spratt,
Humphreys, and Chan (2002) discovered that most
activities adult learners engaged in are related to com-
munication and entertainment, such as watching mov-
ies and television in English and using the internet.
Additionally, Hyland (2004) noted that the activities
students do in English are speaking with family mem-
bers, talking to people in the stores, talking on the phone,
speaking with friends, listening to the radio, attending
meetings, reading novels, speaking with colleagues,
listening to songs, reading newspapers and magazines,
watching TV programs, watching videos, surfing the
internet, reading academic books, and writing e-mails
in ranking order. Pearson (2004) verify what learners
do outside of the classroom. The study showed that
his informants were most frequently involved in the
following five spare time language activities in English:
(1) listening to/watching news on radio or TV; (2)
studying in the library; (3) reading books, magazines,
or newspapers; (4) watching TV programs, videos,
or movies; and (5) listening to music or the radio. The
findings showed that the participants did out-of-class
language learning more for enjoyment and learning
than their formal learning. He did conclude that, among
other things, learner motivation and awareness were
important aspects of out-of-class language learning.
Moreover, he found that students’ language proficiency
was one factor which influenced what type of activities
the informants engaged in, and how frequently.
One research on out-of-class language learning
was carried out by Ibaddurahman (2012) whose study
describes prevalent out-of-class language learning ac-
tivities employed by 59 senior high school students in
Bandung who were grouped into three different
groups of learners: poor, mediocre, and high scores.
The study finds that the most popular activities are
receptive skills of listening and reading, indicating that
Indonesian students are largely passive learners of
English. It also reveals that there is a correlation be-
tween the activities and how they perform in the class.
Based on what the researchers above have done,
it can be concluded that first, all of the studies were
mostly done in ESL contexts, except the one that was
employed in Indonesia; second, the previous studies
did not show the impact of the activities toward the
students’ achievement; third, the previous studies did
not cover the genereal out-of-class activities; fourth,
the previous studies did not attempt to identify potential
English language gains specifically from academic,
social, leisure activities and part-time jobs in English;
fifth, the study done in Indonesia was carried out quan-
titatively by using questionnaires to high school students
in which it did not show deep understanding on what
the learners really did with their out-of-class activities
that the researcher himself admitted the limitations.
Therefore, it is important to explore out-of-class
general activities and out-of-class English learning ac-
tivities done by the English students in an EFL context
since in an EFL context, students rarely encounter to
the native speakers. Identifying what activities students
make use of with many available options outside the
classroom and how these activities become meaningful
for the improvement of their English will be helpful
for understanding the differences of the achievements
of the English Department students through this study.
To explore the out-of-class activities and out-of-
class English Learning activities employed by the stu-
dents of the English Department, the following question
is formulated.
How do out-of-class activities employed by the
successful and unsuccessful students of the English
Department lead to the variability of their  achieve-
ments and their proficiency at the English Depart-
ments?
To answer this key question, two subordinate
questions are formulated: (1) How are out-of-class
general activities employed by the successful and un-
successful students of the English Department?; (2)
How are out-of-class English learning activities em-
ployed by the successful and unsuccessful students
of the English Department?
METHOD
This study is  qualitative in nature. The data of
this study are concerned with the out-of-class activi-
ties employed by the successful and unsuccessful
students. In order to find out what out-of-class gene-
ral activities and out-of-class English learning activi-
ties that lead to the variability in the English achieve-
ment, English Department students are chosen as
the participants. The students are classified into two
groups: successful and unsuccessful students. This
classification is made in order to see how out-of-
class general activities and out-of-class English learn-
ing activities play a role in the English Department
students’ achievement and how these activities lead
to the variability in the students’ academic perform-
ance and their English proficiency.
In order to get more complete data about out-
of-class general activities and out-of-class English
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learning activities, the research is also done on the
students of the English Department of Lambung
Mangkurat University, since different atmosphere,
such as different climate, facitilities, opportunities to
use English and environment that supports and moti-
vates, such as the people’s attitudes toward them
studying at universities and so on, can lead to more
comprehensive understanding.
It uses a case-study approach in exploring the
out-of-class general activities and the out-of-class
English learning activities of the successful students
and the unsuccessful students of the English Depart-
ments that lead to the variability of their English a-
chievement and their proficiency. The case study
selected to approach the data not due to the number
of the subjects involved but the out-of-class activities
employed by the students so that they lead them to
achievement and proficiency. To explore the activi-
ties, the researcher carried out the study by inter-
viewing at length the selected participants. In order
to get the answers of the research problems, this
study was done through two stages. The first stage,
the preliminary stage, was selecting the participants
and the second stage, the main stage, was inter-
viewing the participants in-depth.
To collect accurate information, the participants
were interviewed in depth for a few times. The one-
to-one interviews were conducted with the partici-
pants in different times. Other people, such as: class-
mates, roommates, and sisters who were assumed
playing important roles in their English learning activi-
ties were also interviewed.
In order to get the answer of the research ques-
tion, the study was done through (1) documents anal-
ysis from the academic records of S-1 SNMPTN
students registered in the academic year 2010/2011
to select the participants, (2) in-depth interviews with
the participants which were done one by one. This
research has six successful participants (4 females
and 2 males) and three unsuccessful participants (one
female and two males). They are selected based on
their Grade Point Average of their language skills
and content courses they took at the English Depart-
ment. The interviews were done in Malang and in
Banjarmasin. The data analysis was done through
three stages: (1) writing the transcripts of the re-
corded data, (2) doing data reduction by selecting,
simplifying, focusing, summarizing, and sorting, (3)
analyzing and classifying the data using the categories
used in this study, (4) drawing conclusions. The data
analysis was done during the data collection process
and after the data colletion sessions were completed.
RESULTS
The findings show that (1) all successful partici-
pants employ their academic activities as their main
general activities in every possible time, while the
unsuccessful ones do not employ them intensively;
(2) successful participants do social activities by help-
ing others with English, while the unsuccessful partici-
pant is actively participate in a students’ asscociation
as a vicechairman which does not need him to use;
(3) the out-of-class general activities of the success-
ful participants are mostly academic activities and
part-time jobs, while the out-of-class general activities
of the unsuccessful students are mostly social activi-
ties by participating in students’ association, and lei-
sure activities, such as: watching movies, browsing
the internet, and reading novels; (4) if the successful
participants have time for leisure activities, they like
reading, browsing the internet for reading English
materials and watching English movies, while the un-
successful participants like watching movies and TV
programs, playing games, browsing the internet and
hanging out with their friends; (5) most of the suc-
cessful participants have part-time jobs as English
teachers, while some of the unsuccessful participants,
who have jobs, have their own businesses (not in-
volving English); (6) almost all successful participants
except one participant implement Self-Instruction in
their part-time jobs as English teachers, while two
unsuccessful ones almost do not implement it at all
in their out-of-class activities; (7) successful partici-
pants implement Naturalistic Language learning more
than the unsuccessful ones. They employ it in their
academic activities (studying and reviewing their les-
sons) and in their leisure activities (watching western
movies, reading English novels, and listening to
songs). If successful participants spend more for their
academic activities than their leisure activities, the
unsuccessful participants spend more on leisure ac-
tivities than their academic activities; (11) some suc-
cessful participants implement Self-Directed Natural-
istic Language Learning by visiting ESAC, writing
diaries, sending English messages, reading newspa-
pers, thinking in English and speaking it out loud she
just watches but none of the  unsuccessful partici-
pants do.
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DISCUSSIONS
Out-of-Class Activities among the Students of
the English Department
Students choose and decide their out-of-class ac-
tivities based on what they like to do and what they
need. Every student has his or her own activities. It
cannot be generalized that all successful students do
academic activities like studying and reviewing regular-
ly. Although they do their academic activities, it does
not mean that they all do the activities in a similar way
with how they do them, because they also have other
activities as indicated by the finding that all successful
participants do their academic activities.
Based on the findings of the study, all students
do academic activities and leisure activities, but they
show differences in the intensity of the activities. Suc-
cessful students usually do academic activities inten-
sively and they always try to find opportunities to do
them. They often skip their leisure activities and part-
time jobs, so that they can do the academic activities.
They always try to do their best with their assignments,
and they make themselves sure that they learn some-
thing from their assignments.
However, it should be noted that the English De-
partment students are mostly assigned group-assign-
ments. Therefore, they usually distribute their assign-
ments among the members of their groups. In this sit-
uation, some of them prefer to do all the assignments
because they want to know everything, while some
others especially the unsuccessful ones want to do
just the parts they are assigned. It implies that the as-
signments only benefit the successful students who
like to learn everything but not the other students who
only like to do their parts. The students who do only
their parts assigned by the group, limit their opportunity
not only to a small portion of knowledge but also to a
limited exposure to English. Exposure to English ena-
bles them to improve their ability to use the English
language and eventually becomes more proficient
(Magno, 2004).
The successful students always try to find time
to do their assignments and study whenever possible.
They also show that they try to do their best in order
to get their good academic achievement. This implies
that the successful students use their efforts in doing
out-of class academic assignments, such as preparing
their presentations, writing their reports, and studying.
Their efforts are in the form of out-of-class academic
activities. These efforts show that they are willing to
study and they have motivation. This is supported by
Cotterall (1999) in her study that motivation can lead
to successful autonomous learning.
It is found that all successful participants have a
different schedule for doing their academic activities,
because of their busy activities. they do not have a
certain regular schedules for studying and reviewing.
They just do the activities whenever possible because
of their classes, the assignments and the jobs they
have to do, so that not all of them study and review
their lessons regularly.
As seen from what and how they do their out-
of-class activities, the successful students feel re-
sponsible for their assignments. None is interested in
participating in organizations in their last semesters
and doing other activities except doing their part-time
jobs. Since they get many assignments from many
classes they take, two of the successful students have
to decrease the time they spend in their private English
courses. It is noted that not all successful participants
quit their jobs when they are at their sixth and seventh
semester, because they say that they have to earn
some money to pay for their daily needs. One partici-
pant also has to stop teaching and to skip from joining
a gym because of the assignments he gets. This is
consistent with Gardner (2001) who says that a motiva-
ted individual makes an effort to study that can be
seen that he/she does their assignments, finds opportu-
nities to read their reading materials, and so on. In
other words, the out-of-class activities employ indicate
the students’ efforts and how motivated the students
are.
Also, the out-of-class activities also show how
the successful students are hard-working. Besides giv-
ing private English courses, some of them also have
other routine social activities such as teaching religion,
volunteering teaching children in their neighborhood
or children from a village, and getting together with
their friends. Having many activities and doing their
part-time jobs make them try hard to find opportunities
to do their assignments, such as waking up very early
or bringing their books everywhere they go or when
their students do not want to study.
In addition, successful students have targets of
achievement. Most of them like to have the best scores
and the others like to perform well in front of their
friends and their lecturers. Because they do not want
to embarrass themselves, they work hard to prepare
by studying what they are going to present. This is in
line with Harmer (2007) who mentions goal orientation
as one factor of good learning.
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The unsuccessful students also do academic ac-
tivities. As discovered in the study, the unsuccessful
students do their assignments and also study. But, be-
cause their social and leisure activities waste much of
their time, they cannot study their lessons and do their
assignments well. They also have to wait for their
friends to help them do their assignments, since their
English does not sufficiently facilitate them to do their
assignments on their own. This shows that they are
dependent students. This is in line with Little (2009)
who emphasizes that if learners become more autono-
mous in language learning, their language use will es-
calate. Consequently, the unsuccessful students could
not perfrom well with their achievement and proficien-
cy. This also implies that the unsuccessful students
do not have the confidence and ability to do their own
academic assignments, such as preparing their presen-
tations, writing their reports, and studying. From this
situation, it also indicates that they do not have a strong
motivation to solve their problems with English and
that they are dependent on others.
It is found that all unsuccessful participants do
not study regularly. They just study whenever they
like, so that they do not learn much from their out-
of-class academic activities. Also, the unsuccessful
students do not do their best concerning with their
out-of-class activities in order to get the best results,
although  all of them like to pass the courses.
It looks like the problems of the academic activi-
ties come from the students themselves. One unsuc-
cessful participant, for example, has two problems that
hinder him to get high achievement. The first problem
is that he knows well that he enjoys sleeping much.
He spends much time for sleeping. However, he indi-
cates that he sometimes can manage his sleeping time
if he wants. But, he often allows himself to spend a
very long time to sleep, rather than spending it for
studying. The second problem he has is that he is very
active in a student organization since he is the vice
chairman of the organization. He goes to the office
after his classes every day. He even sometimes spends
the night at the office. The other unsuccessful male
participant really likes playing with the internet. If he
does not have classes, he spends his time browsing
and downloading novels or comics he likes reading.
Unfortunately, they are mostly in Indonesian. His other
problem is that he does not like studying at the English
Department because he does not like the courses, so
that he does not like to study seriously and does not
want to get tired because of studying. He only wants
to study if he has to give oral presentation in his class.
The other unsuccessful female participant also
has personal problems. She has a small child that she
has to take care of. Although she says that her child
does not disturb her when she has to study, the situation
still makes her unable to concentrate fully on her aca-
demic activities. Moreover, she knows that she needs
to have better English than she has now but she admits
that she does not try hard to study English. She already
has the books and the internet to look for references
to improve her knowledge and English skills, but she
does not take opportunity to study because she says
that she does not have time and she never completes
her exercises. But, she watches movies every day,
and does not like to skip the program because she
likes the stories.
Moreover, they still do their leisure activities, even
when they get many assignments from many classes
they take. They do not want to leave their hobbies.
The four unsuccessful students can be categorized
as low-motivated students because they do not show
that they try hard to study. This is also consistent with
Gardner (2001) who says that a motivated individual
makes an effort to study that can be seen that he/she
does their assignments, finds opportunities to read their
reading materials, and so on.
Unlike the successful students, the unsuccessful
students only like to pass their courses, they do not
aim at having best-scores of achievement. One of
them sometimes studies hard when he has to perform,
because he does not want to embarrass himself. This
is also in line with Harmer (2007) who mentions goal
orientation as one factor of good learning. This is also
supported by Schunk (2001) that students motivated
to attain a goal engage in self-regulated activities they
believe will help them. In turn, self-regulation promotes
learning and perception of greater competence sustains
motivation and self-regulation to attain new goals.
In the mean time, all unsuccessful participants
also do academic activities and leisure activities, but
they do the academic activities when they feel they
like. Usually they do them after they are done with
other activities. This indicates that they only have
limited time for doing their academic activities. It is
also noted that the unsuccessful students are depen-
dent on their friends when they do their assignments.
Most of them always ask their friends about the as-
signments. They even admit that they are not very
confident with their English, so they often ask their
friends to check their English. Unlike successful stu-
dents, they also do not like to leave their other activities,
such as: their hobbies and their social activities.
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Moreover, although unsuccessful students have
many academic assignments, they still look for oppor-
tunities to do their hobbies, such as watching movies
while they are in their meals, browsing or reading
through the internet while waiting for their students
work on their exercises or when the children do not
want to study, etc. Moreover, they do their assignments
with their best efforts to get the best result, while the
unsuccessful do their assignments in order to pass the
subjects.
The other finding shows that almost all successful
participants have social activities for helping others
with their English. Besides academic activities, most
of them also have social activities. These activities
cannot be avoided because human beings are social
creature in order to live in harmony with other people
around them. It happens because they have the ability
to be shared with and the people expect them to do
so. However, not all successful participants have social
activities.
It is also found that not all successful participants
employ social activities involving English. Most of the
successful students share their English skills they have
with others who need them, such as helping them doing
their English homework, translation and even pronunci-
ation. By doing this, the successful students employ
Self-Instruction because they need to prepare their
teaching activities by learning before or when they
work with them. This indicates that the students fulfill
one of the goals of the English Education Study Pro-
gram that students can implement continuous indepen-
dent learning to achieve and develop new knowledge
and skills (Katalog Jurusan Bahasa Inggris, 2010, p.
12).
In contrast, only one unsuccessful students em-
ployed social activities. If the successful students most-
ly use English when they do social activities, the unsuc-
cessful student has social activities with no English
learning. The personality and the family situation might
be the reasons why students like to be active in an or-
ganization. He has many friends that he likes to get
together with. The other two unsuccessful participant
do not like to employ social activities. One of them
does not have many friends. He likes to be by himself.
It can be seen from the few friends he has and he u-
sually gets together with. Another has to take care of
her family so that she does not have time for social
activities.
The findings of this study, concerning leisure ac-
tivities, show that successful students also employ lei-
sure activities, but they have limited time for doing
them. They like doing their leisure activities with En-
glish. But, although they do various activities, only for
a few minutes, they do not get much English from
them. The students do not try to do English learning
activities much, and thus does not  follow Macaro’s
suggestions (2001) about making the activities into the
habits of looking for the foreign language outside the
classroom.
Meanwhile,  the unsuccessful students have more
leisure activities than academic activities. They have
different kinds of leisure activities, but they do them
regularly every day. They like to play games, watching
TV, using the internet, and hanging out with their friends
as their leisure activities. but, most of all activities are
in Indonesian. They also like to listen to songs in their
leisure time but very seldom studying the lyrics. One
unsuccessful participant likes to do his own hobbies
every day, browsing and reading the materials from
the internet. Ar likes to watch movies and to listen to
songs. Thus, they spend much of their out-of-class
time more for doing unacademic work, which actually
should be spent more on improving their knowledge
and English skills in order to get a higher achievement.
They do not take opportunities to improve themselves
even from the activities they like to do. This study is
almost similar with what Hashemi, Ershadi, and Hamidi
(2013) study that students’ leisure time are mostly spent
on watching television, working with computer, listen-
ing to music, hanging out with friends and doing sport.
The next finding shows that not all successful
participants have part-time jobs. Most of the success-
ful participants give private English courses as their
part-time jobs. Only two successful participants do
their part-time jobs regularly. They do these activities
because they need to support their livings, to pay for
their daily needs. Therefore, they cannot just leave
the activities. On the other hand, the other successful
participants leave their part-time jobs when they are
at the sixth and seventh semester, because they need
more time to do their academic work.
Meanwhile, the finding also shows that not all
unsuccessful students have part-time jobs. In fact, two
of them have businesses of their own. One unsuc-
cessful participant likes to buy and sell used scooters,
while another has an online-business. She sells clothes
and chocolates. In fact, it is good if the students are
able to earn money for themselves, but, it would be
better if the activities did not cause them to neglect
doing their academic work.
Only successful students work intensively, the
unsuccessful students do not, although with different
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schedules because of their other activities. As also
shown by one of the findings of this study that the
unsuccessful students do their leisure activities and
social activities (if any) more than academic activi-
ties. All students have leisure activities. But, the activi-
ties are different in the length of time and in the kinds
of leisure activities they do. Successful students have
limited time for leisure activities except one success-
ful participant who cannot leave his reading activities.
The unsuccessful students have more time for the
activities as it is shown in the study that they do their
hobbies regularly: watching movies and tv programs
and browsing and downloading using the internet.
It can be concluded that all students have diffe-
rent out-of-class activities. They do not do all kinds
of out-of-class activities: academic, social, leisure ac-
tivities and part-time jobs. Even if they do the activi-
ties, they are not done regularly. Also, it can be con-
cluded that the students have different out-of-class
activities because of different reasons coming from
themselves.
The decisions of what the students do in fact
come from the students themselves. They should de-
cide to prioritize academic activities among other ac-
tivities when they are students. Some participants
have shown that they still have good achievement
although they do other activities. They can manage
their time for studying and other activities well.
Therefore, to sum up in order to be successful stu-
dents should decide to prioritize the academic activi-
ties among other activities by well-managing their
time and activities. At the same time, it is indicated
that relevant out-of-class activities with their field
of study, like giving English private courses, benefit
them in getting high achievement and high proficien-
cy.
It is also found  in the study that all successful
students prioritize out-of-class academic activities to
other general activities, while the unsuccessful stu-
dents spend their out-of-class time for other general
activities, such as social, leisure activities, part-time
jobs more than academic activities. The successful
students prioritize their academic activities than other
activities. They can manage their out-of-class time
well so that they can do their academic activities to
achieve their academic achievement goals they set,
while the unsuccessful students prioritize their leisure
and social activities. In short, priotizing out-of-class
academic activities to other general activities leads
the students to high achievement.
Out-of-Class English Learning Activities in
Out-of-Class General Activities of the
English Department Students
The findings of this study show that successful
students employ more English learning activities in
their general activities than unsuccessful students.
In this study, the out-of-class activities are catego-
rized into general activities and English Learning ac-
tivities. The students’ general activities can be aca-
demic activities, social activities, leisure activities and
part-time jobs. The English learning activities are i-
dentified among the students’ general activities.
These English learning activities are categorized into
Self-Instruction, Naturalistic Language Learning, and
Self-Directed Naturalistic Language Learning.
As it is also shown by the findings, not all stu-
dents, even successful students, employ all the cate-
gories of English Learning. All successful students
employ Self-Instruction in their limited time. Some
of them say that they do not have time to do that,
and they add that they are not studying English, but
they are using English as a means of communication.
They use English during the lectures in their class-
rooms, and they also need English when they study
their lessons and do their English assignments.
It is noted that all successful participants employ
Self-Instruction for different purposes. Self-Instruc-
tion is employed when they prepare for what they
have to teach. In order to explain well, they need to
study first before they give private courses. Most of
them admit that they have to prepare so that they
can help their students with their complicated gram-
mar. Self-instruction is also employed when they do
social activities. Most of them help high school stu-
dents, undergraducate and graduate students. Most
of them need their help mostly with grammar and
translation. Most successful students who teach as
their part-time jobs employ Self-Instruction mostly
for English grammar they have to teach, especially
when they teach complicated English structures.
Thus, these activities benefit them in their English
learning although they are mostly for English gram-
mar. To sum up, some successful students employ
Self-Instruction in their social activities, part-time jobs
and in their leisure time, such as on weekends and
during the semester breaks because they feel they
lack some English skills, such as listening and pronun-
ciation.
Like successful students, all unsuccessful stu-
dents also do not employ all categories of English
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Learning. They do not show that they employ Self-
Instruction from their out-of-class academic activities
during the fifth and sixth semesters. They employ Self-
Instruction when they have leisure activities, for exam-
ple when they play games because they look for some
English words for the games.
This is obvious from the way Gs does when he
plays games. He uses an English-English dictionary
when he plays games, because he needs to know the
English words and the meanings when he plays word
puzzles and when he has to follow the instruction. He
admits that he often opens the dictionary while he is
playing. But, he plays only for sometime before he
goes to bed or when he is alone at his boarding house.
However, this situation seldom occurs because he pre-
fers to go out to UKM and gets together with his
friends. In addition, there is not much English that can
be learned from playing games. The narrators use
the same instructions again and again as he admits,
and they only get isolated words that are rather difficult
and many of the words are uncommon to use in com-
munication. As a result, he does not get much English
from those leisure activities he likes to do.
Another unsuccessful student, Ar, employs Self-
Instruction when she helps Elementary school students
with their English homework. Most of the students
only get some basic high-frequency words and some
basic sentence structures. It implies that she does not
get much English from the activities, since she already
knows well most of the words and the sentence struc-
tures. In other words, the Self-Instruction employed
by the unsuccessful students are not meaningful for
improving their English. Their social activities and part-
time jobs do not require them to use English. As a re-
sult, they do not take the opportunity to expose them-
selves to English from the activities.
The next finding shows that all students employ
Naturalistic Language Learning in their academic ac-
tivities and their leisure activities. This category of
language learning is applied since the assignments are
read and written in English. Employing Naturalistic
Language Learning means that the students learn En-
glish subconsciously when they have academic and
leisure activities. Therefore, all students employ this
Naturalistic Language Learning for their reading and
writing activities.
One of the successful students does her academic
activities by retelling or speaking out what she has
studied in order to understand the concepts better.
She creates the context or situation in order to get the
knowledge and at the same time she also improves
her oral English. Doing these activities, she also ex-
poses herself to oral English. But, not all students do
this. The students who work (especially read) well on
their academic work themselves show better achieve-
ment and better English Proficiency Scores than those
who do not spend much time studying (See Appendix
7, p.173).
By doing the academic activities as discussed a-
bove, they will get opportunity to use and develop their
English. It means the more English assignments they
get the more they will have the opportunity to be ex-
posed to English. The more exposure the students have,
the more proficient they will be. This is stated by
Harmer (2007) that English students need to have much
exposure to English. He says that exposure to the
language is essential to language acquisition. Students
can have rich exposure by having a lot of out-of-class
activities that give them a lot of opportunities to use
English. Having rich exposure to English through their
out-of-class activities might as well contribute to their
achievement.
Unfortunately, some of the successful students
do not spend much time reading for studying to get a
broader understanding; they mostly spend much of
their time doing the assignments and just study the
reading materials they are given. Therefore, they do
not get much exposure to English. This can be seen
from most successful students who do not do much
reading from their assignments and their leisure activi-
ties, their proficiency scores (See appendix 7, p. 173)
are not more than 550 as expected in the English Edu-
cation Study Program Aims (Katalog Jurusan Bahasa
Inggris, 2010, p. 12).
Unlike the successful students, the unsuccessful
students do their academic activities in a limited time
after they do their other activities, so that  they neither
have many opportunities to study their lessons thor-
oughly, nor they do not get many opportunity to em-
ploy Naturalistic Language Learning to improve their
reading and writing skills. It is also noted that all un-
successful participants depend on their friends when
they do their assignments, while the successful par-
ticipants are independent and like to do everything
by themselves. The successful students read their
reading materials and write reports or presentations
assigned by their lecturers. These activities expose
the successful students more to English. As stated
by Leaver, et al (2005) the kinds of things that students
do independently can do much to improve their lan-
guage learning. Successful language learners acquire
much English if they study, review and do their as-
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signments well by themselves. This is in line with
what Bawawi (2002) stated that extensive reading
has been shown to be a single best thing that one
can do to improve general foreign-language proficien-
cy.
Moreover, the unsuccessful students are not
confident with their English. Therefore, they feel that
they need to ask their friends. This can also be seen
from the interviews with them, they asked to be inter-
viewed in Indonesian. This means that they do not
feel comfortable talking in English. That is because
they believe that their English does not facilitate them
to communicate well.
Naturalistic Language Learning is also employed
in leisure activities by all students. Successful students
do not have much time for leisure activities because
they are already busy with their academic activities
and part-time jobs, while the unsuccessful students
are busy with their non academic activities. It is found
from the study that all successful participants have
limited time for leisure activities. If they have, their
leisure activities are reading any kind of reading ma-
terials, watching movies and TV programs, and using
the internet. Meanwhile, the unsuccessful participants
like to play games, watching TV, using the internet,
hanging out with their friends and listening to songs
as their leisure activities. These kinds of activities
are almost similar with the findings of the study by
Spratt, Humphreys, and Chan (2002) who discovered
that most activities adult learners engaged in are
watching movies and television in English and using
the internet. In addition, Hyland (2004) showed that
some of the activities students do in English are read-
ing novels, reading newspapers, and magazines,
watching TV programs, watching videos, surfing the
internet, and reading academic books
Unfortunately, in terms of the intensity of the ac-
tivities done in the study, it is noted that successful
students have low intensity in doing their out-of-class
leisure activities, while the unsuccessful students have
more time doing leisure activities, but they do not take
many opportunities to improve their English from the
activities, because they get limited opportunity to ex-
pose themselves to English. Moreover, all students
are not aware that they can quickly improve their En-
glish fast through their leisure activities. Students of
the English Department should find meaningful leisure
activities that benefit them as the students of the En-
glish Department.
Everybody needs leisure activities in order to feel
rejuvenated to do their main activities. English Depart-
ment students should feel obliged to always improve
their English. By doing English leisure activities they
can expose themselves to English. They can choose
English movies and English TV programs, English
newspapers, and the English articles from the internet.
They should be aware that they are surrounded by
English-rich environment. English TV programs, En-
glish newpapers and magazines, English books, and
internet are now easy to find and to access. Students
can acquire English from leisure activities while they
are relaxing, besides their academic activities.
As shown by the findings of the study, all success-
ful students, except one participant, employ Self-Di-
rected Naturalistic Language Learning. If students
employ this category, they show that they have great
motivation to improve their English skills. The findings
show that most of the successful students employ it
to improve their speaking and writing skills. Besides
those two productive skills, they also practice to use
the right vocabulary, grammar, and listening.
The successful students employ Self-Directed
Naturalistic Language Learning in their Leisure activi-
ties. They have different ways when they employ this
category. One goes to ESAC with the purpose of
having English communication with her friends and
the staff there. She goes there every day. One writes
diaries to practice writing and using the right vocabula-
ry and grammar. She also listens to songs and writes
their lyrics to practice her listening. One sends English
messages to his friends so that he can practice writing.
One watches movies and retells and acts out the
stories. She also communicates in English to her sister
every day. One forces himself to think in English. After
sometime he is able to speak out loud automatically
what he thinks. So, the students who employ, create
or find natural situations will help improve their English.
Their Self-Directed Naturalistic Language
Learning ways are really effective for them. They
can improve their English because of employing this
category. Ro likes watching cartoon movies. She often
finds and watches the movies with her younger sister
to practice her English. She does not only listen but
she also imitates the expressions. Also, she often asks
her sister to act the stories out with her to practice
English. Therefore, both of them can communicate in
English.
Another situation she creates is using English as
their means of communication. This is in line with what
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Nunan (1999) said that prior experience as a listener
helps speaker improve their performance as a speaker.
Specifically, being a listener gives her models to deploy
when acting as a speaker.
Meanwhile, one participant improves his English
through his daily reading activities. He also forces
himself to think and to speak out loud what he thinks.
He has done that for six months. He admits that the
strategy works for him. Thus, doing their hobbies
such as reading, watching movies, and thinking aloud
in English, they expose them to English and the activi-
ties they do as their hobbies unintentionally and inten-
tionally affect the progress of their English.
All those mentioned above show how successful
students give their efforts in learning English. If one
of the successful students still have low-proficiency,
that might be because of the lack of intensity of  Natu-
ralistic Language Learning she employs. In other
words, she does not do many activities, such as: read-
ing, speaking, listening or writing in English in her
daily activities. This is in accordance with the expo-
sure condition that the more time spent learning any
aspect of a second language, the more will be learned
(Spolsky, 1989). How well the students’ proficiencies
and their achievements can be seen in the Appendix
7 (p.173). The students admit that by doing the activi-
ties they are successful in improving their English.
The findings of this study indicate that by having
Naturalistic Language Learning in their leisure activi-
ties, students are not only successful in their academ-
ic achievement at the English Department, but they
also get high scores from their English proficiency
tests. This is in line with the study done by Green
and Oxford (1995) which show a positive correlation
between the out-of-class activities and their English
achievement, such as: reading for pleasure has a high
correlation with overall language proficiency. This is
also supported by Renandya’s (2007) about extensive
reading  that shows that exposure to free reading
gives significant growth in reading comprehension,
word recognition and oral sentence repetition. Simi-
larly, Ucan (2010) shows that extensive listening is
highly beneficial to students’ English improvement.
The finding of this study also shows that the
successful students of the English Department em-
ploy out-of-class English learning activities more than
the unsuccessful students. This finding is in line with
the finding of the studies done by Lamb (2004) and
Marefat and Barbari (2009) who suggested that the
high-achieving group tend to employ out-of-class lan-
guage learning more than those in mid or low a-
chieving group in their study about out- of-class lan-
guage learning across three different proficiency lev-
els (high, mid, and low-achieving students).
It is also noted that the successful students like
to use their out-of-class leisure activities involving
English, while the unsuccessful students do not. This
situation occurs because the successful students have
the ability to do their activities, while the unsuccessful
students do not have enough English to do their leisure
activities involving English. The successful students
like reading English magazines, watching English TV
program, and browsing English books from the inter-
net. Like admitted by Gs who is categorized as unsuc-
cessful, he likes using a dictionary when he plays
games. This is in accordance with the finding of the
study done by Pearson (2004) that activities that do
not require students to understand English such as
using dictionaries, are chosen mostly by low-a-
chieving group. On the other hand, the use of authen-
tic materials such as magazines, novels, newspaper
seems to be favored more by high-achieving group.
This indicates that English is needed for doing
out-of-class activities involving English. Successful
students have the ability to comprehend authentic
reading materials that might be too difficult for unsuc-
cessful students. This implies that the more out-of-
class activities using English, the higher the English
proficiency of the students.
Employing many English learning activities leads
the students to high English proficiency and high En-
glish achievement. Exposure to English enables them
to improve their ability to use the English language
and eventually they become more proficient. (Magno,
2004). This is also in line with Spolsky’s (1989) that
the outcome of language learning depends in large
measure on the amount and kind of exposure to the
target language. Thus, the most possible activities in
which the students can expose themselves to English
are mostly from the academic activities, and their
English leisure activities.  They always do these two
activities as students, but not social activities and part-
time jobs.
The findings also show that successful partici-
pants do social activities which involve their English
learning, while the unsuccessful participant do social
activities with no English learning. This indicates that
the unsuccessful students do not look for opportunities
to have English learning activities.These social activi-
ties and part-time jobs will support the students in get-
ting high achievement and proficiency if the activities
are related to their field of study, for example giving
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English private courses, being an English radio an-
nouncer, or being an English magazine editor, and so
on.
Therefore, students of the English Department
should take advantage of the assignments given by
the lecturers and the English leisure activities they
have. They should be aware that through those activi-
ties they can expose themselves to English, besides
getting the knowledge. Then, the most important factor
relating to these out-of-class activities, consisting of
general activities and English learning activities is the
students as the ones who decide what and how the
activities are done. They choose the right activities,
and do them to make them not only useful for their a-
chievement but also for their English proficiency.
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that every student of the English
Department employs out-of-class activities differently.
The activities consist of general activities and English
learning activities. The general activities, written in
order, most successful students employ are academic,
part-time jobs,  leisure activities and social activities,
while the English learning activities employed are Nat-
uralistic Language Learning, Self-Directed Naturalistic
Language Learning, and Self-Instruction.
Meanwhile, the general activities most unsuc-
cessful students do are leisure activities, part-time jobs,
social activities and academic activities, while the En-
glish learning activities they employ are Naturalistic
Language Learning, and Self-Instruction. It should be
noted that although the categories are mentioned for
the successful students and unsuccessful students, they
are still different in intensity among the individuals.
Therefore, because the students employ different
out-of-class activities, their achievements and their
English proficiency are different. Also, students decide,
choose and do what they feel they like to do for their
out-of-class activities. They should prioritize and opti-
mize their academic activities more than other academ-
ic activities. In other words, students get low achieve-
ment because of their bad decision concerning their
out-of-class activities. As students of the English De-
partment they should motivate themselves to find oppor-
tunities in their out-of-class activities to expose them-
selves to English, so that they do not only have high
proficiency but they also have high English achieve-
ment, because good English proficiency will help them
follow their courses at the department. In a nutshell,
employing many English learning activities leads the
students to high English achievement and high English
proficiency.
It is suggested English Department students
should select, manage and do the right out-of-class
activities that are relevant with their field-of-study, and
that could accelerate their achievement and their En-
glish proficiency, which prioritize, and optimize their
academic activities among their other activities. English
Department lecturers should give motivation and facili-
tate the students by giving assignments that give oppor-
tunities for students to employ English learning activi-
ties, especially when they are at their last semesters
since the courses offered are mostly not about English
skills so that they do not have much English practice
to maintain and improve their English. Lecturers or
academic advisors should spend some time to find
out if their unsuccessful students use their time wisely.
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